
Notes of the PCS Cross-Party Group meeting held on Tuesday 14 March 2017 in the Senedd  

Present: Julie Morgan AM (Chair); Ioan Bellin (AMSS Simon Thomas); Nancy Cavill (AMSS Julie Morgan); 

Helen West (AMSS Julie Morgan); Peter Wong (AMSS Jenny Rathbone); Shavanah Taj (PCS Wales 

Secretary); Darren Williams (PCS Wales Campaigns Officer). 

Apologies: Mike Hedges AM; Bethan Jenkins AM. 

 

The Chair welcomed those present and noted the apologies received. 

1. Planned closure of offices/workplaces in Wales 

PCS explained that the UK Government is committed to an Estates Strategy, which aims to reduce the 

government’s presence from more than 800 locations to around 200, with 22 major hubs in large 

conurbations In the meantime, the union was challenging closures in a number of specific departments: 

a. DWP 

A string of Welsh DWP workplaces were under threat after the Department’s announcement of 

wide-ranging closure plans on 26 January. This included the Llanelli Benefits Delivery office, whose 

146 staff had been told that they would have to transfer to Cardiff, Merthyr Tydfil or Pembroke 

Dock to follow their work; a campaign to halt the closure was well underway. In addition, offices in 

Caerphilly, Cwmbran, Merthyr, Newport and Porth are to have their functions transferred to a new 

site in “North Cardiff” over the next 3-5 years, with Porth jobs to go to Caerphilly as an interim 

measure. An overall total of 975 current posts would be affected. PCS had been briefing AMs and 

MPs and concerns had been expressed in the chamber.  

b. HMRC 

HMRC management were continuing their campaign of office closures and job cuts. Under the 

'Building Our Future' plans, the majority of offices would close and more than 9,000 jobs be lost by 

2021. HMRC was refusing to present a business case for its plans. Relocation of the Cardiff office to 

Central Square had been confirmed but the future of the Welsh Language Unit remains uncertain. 

c. MoD 

The Ministry of Defence (MoD) had announced the closure of 91 sites as part of their Footprint 

Strategy which aims to reduce the Defence Estate by 30% (by 2040) and was also seeking to reduce 

its civilian headcount by 30% - approximately 18,000 jobs. There had been little information 

regarding the future of the staff at sites earmarked for closure but redundancies, relocation, 

travelling increased distances to work and/or privatisation seemed likely. PCS was concerned about 

staff and about implications for local economies and communities. The main sites in Wales affected 

by the closure programme are: Brecon Barracks (95 civilian and 98 military staff); and Cawdor 

Barracks in Pembrokeshire (15 civilian and 645 military staff). 

d. MoJ 

The UK government had now largely completed the closure programme affecting 86 courts and 

tribunal centres – including ten in Wales – announced in February 2016. PCS had consistently 

argued that this represents a serious threat to people’s right to access to local justice and that the 

consultation on the closures had been flawed. The union was also concerned that further closures 

and staff cuts were to come.  

 



Action: (1) AMs to write expressing concerns about office closures to the various UK Ministers 

responsible; (2) PCS to collate data on the cumulative impact of job losses in various departments over 

recent years on Welsh valleys and rural communities to inform questions from AMs to Ministers and a 

press release linking these job losses to the further economic challenges facing Wales, especially in 

relation to Brexit.  

 

2. Ongoing industrial dispute in the Equality & Human Rights Commission 

The dispute continued over the EHRC’s ‘restructuring’, intended to deliver a 25% cut to its budget over the 

next four years.  PCS was concerned that the Commission will not have the necessary resources to use its 

powers to tackle discriminatory practices or enforce the law, at a time when there has been a huge 

increase in hate crimes.  50 posts were to be lost in the current year and these cuts had so far resulted in 

six days’ strike action. On the last but one of these strike days, on 9 February, the EHRC took the 

unprecedented decision to sack 7 PCS and Unite members by email while they were on strike.  They were 

given less than one day’s notice to clear their desks. Another disabled member was subsequently sacked 

and given two days to clear her desk. 

There had been mediation talks via ACAS last week but the Commission was only prepared to put staff back 

on the payroll if they agreed to go on immediate ‘gardening leave’, with no priority access to vacancies at 

their grade.  The union was calling for the Commission to: reinstate those under notice of redundancy; set 

up a redeployment pool and open up access to internal and external vacancies at the current grade and at 

other grades; allocate meaningful work for those in the redeployment pool at the Commission premises so 

that those in the pool would be able to use and develop their skills whilst searching for suitable alternative 

employment; provide full access to training and development at the Commission for those in the 

redeployment pool.  

Julie had written, on behalf of the Cross-Party Group to all members of the EHRC’s Wales Committee and 

was invited to a meeting with the Wales Chair, June Milligan and the CEO, Rebecca Hilsenrath, which had 

taken place on Friday, 19 March. Julie felt the meeting had been useful in exporting the issues, although it 

had not yet resulted in definite progress; June and Rebecca had indicated that they would be happy to 

continue the dialogue. 

Action: (1) PCS to provide Julie with further questions to take up with Rebecca and June; (2) Julie to 

approach John Griffiths about EHRC being asked to appear before the Equality, Local Government and 

Communities Committee.  

 

3. Plans for Historic Wales and review of Amgueddfa Cymru/National Museum Wales 

The report of the Heritage Sector steering group, seeking greater collaboration, had been published and the  

Minister’s response was expected soon. In the meantime, a review of the “operations and finances” of 

Amgueddfa Cymru has been commissioned and is being undertaken by Dr Simon Thurley of English 

Heritage. The unions had already met Dr Thurley and made initial representations for the Museum to be 

better resourced in order to fulfil its potential. The Museum was exploring all potential fundraising 

opportunities and wanted staff to be actively involved in thus but their full support was only likely to be 

forthcoming when there was progress in addressing some of the unresolved issues from the 2014-16 

dispute, relayed to weekend working, health and safety, etc. The union and AMs were also concerned that 

the Museum was not fully implementing recently-published Welsh Government guidance on ‘non-

guaranteed hours contracts’ in relation to its ‘pool staff’; this was being taken up via the normal industrial 

relations machinery. 



Action: PCS to keep AMs updated on developments. 

 

4. Issues around establishment of Welsh Revenue Authority 

PCS had been disappointed by the announcement that the WRA would be based in South Wales, as this was 

a missed opportunity to spread work and employment around Wales. The union also remained interested 

in pursuing opportunities for experienced HMRC staff facing the loss of their own jobs due to office closures 

and was due to meet Mark Drakeford soon to explore these issues.  

Action: Watching brief. 

 

5. PCS Pay Campaign 

The union was gearing up for a major campaign against the UK government’s long-standing policy of public 

sector pay restraint, which had hit its members particularly hard. New research had shown that, from 2010 

to 2016, average civil service pay had fallen by between 8 and 9% in real terms and if the 1% pay cap were 

maintained until 2020, this would mean the value of pay falling by 12% when measured against consumer 

prices – and up to 20% if measured by the retail price index that includes housing costs. 

The union was planning demonstrations on 31 March to raise awareness of our campaign and would 

targeting the Welsh Government, as well as Whitehall departments, as it had chosen to accept Treasury 

pay guidance even though it has the freedom to do otherwise. 

Action: PCS to keep AMs updated on its campaign. 

 

6. Update on survey of PCS members on Welsh devolution 

Between November and January, PCS had conducted a survey of itsmembers in Wales, primarily relating to 

their views about devolution and public servicers, with a view to informing our campaigning and lobbying 

on these views.  

Among the key findings: 

 52% of members thought Wales should have ‘more devolution’ and only 13% less devolution, with 

particularly strong support for devolution of policing, greater control over taxation and rights at work; 

 66% thought that public services in Wales (excluding defence and foreign affairs) should be primarily 

the responsibility of the Welsh Government and only 26% the UK government 

 85% thought Welsh public services need greater funding and 72% the UK and Welsh governments 

should replace the funding lost to Wales that they believed would result from ‘Brexit’. 

The union’s NEC would now consider how to use this data in PCS’ work over the coming months. 

Action: PCS to keep AMs updated on its continuing work in this area. 

 

7. A.O.B.  - None 


